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Abstract

Robots allow humans to offload repetitive tasks to be executed with high precision. However, when we enter the space of collaboration with robots, this opens up the great potential to directly support humans. In the future, we envision that cooperative robots are integrated into kitchens as every other cooking appliance. In this work, we present several scenarios where the robot supports the human in the kitchen. We then outline the opportunities of cooperative robots in kitchens and the challenges that such a setup brings.
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1. Introduction

For decades, robots have been used in industrial settings to assemble products with high precision and speed. However, while doing so, they are typically enclosed in steel cages. We have recently witnessed developments in robotics where humans can now safely and cooperatively work together with robots in the same space. With this paradigm, we can now support humans in high-precision tasks exactly where they need it (cf. Hentout et al. [1]). Cooperative robots (cobots) can, for instance, help in manual assembly by supplying the next required part. They can be used for rehabilitation purposes, working close to or even on patients [2]. With homes becoming more and more connected, we envision a future where cobots enter the domestic context. While research in human-centered robotics mostly comes from a more technical-driven perspective (c.f. Doncieux et al. [3], Haddadin and Croft [4]), in this work we set out from specific use cases in which robots can enrich everyday environments beyond merely taking over unpleasant tasks from humans.

We have already come a long way since the first steps of automation in homes. For example, roombas that vacuum our floors, robots that cut our grass or clean the pool have become commonplace. Appliances in our households are interconnected and intelligently adapt to our needs and schedules. In the advancement of robot technology, several attempts have also been made to automate food preparation [5, 6, 7]. For instance, Sugiura et al. [8] uses small mobile robots, QR codes, and a graphical user interface for the robots effectively help the
Figure 1: Demo showcase of a future kitchen with an integrated cooperative robot during an interactive remote cooking session.

user. In domestic environments, cobots are regularly envisioned to have humanlike manner (cf. de Graaf et al. [9]). In the context of cooking, prior work mainly focused on autonomous cooking. So far we have not seen attempts to incorporate telepresence robots in the kitchen, although this is a common use of robots in other contexts [10, 11].

Previous work implies that it is technically feasible for humans to work side-by-side with cobots in a small space like a kitchen. Thus, in this work, we explore a range of scenarios in which robots can be used to support humans in cooking-related tasks. However, there is still a long way to go until aspects of our vision can become a reality, both from a technical and a human-robot interaction (HRI) design perspective. Consequently, we discuss the opportunities in more depth and, more importantly, the challenges that must be solved. Most critically, these encompass establishing trust in technology, adequate interaction patterns for human-robot collaboration, and learning and adjusting to human behavior patterns for seamless collaboration.

2. Scenarios

One or multiple robotic arms mounted in the kitchen can support the human in many ways while cooking. On the one hand, this allows direct support in the room for the human, e.g., taking on cutting tasks or stirring the stew. On the other hand, the augmentation of cobots with telepresence capabilities creates new possibilities for cooperation over distance. Instead of being limited to consuming or producing only digital content (e.g., watching a video), users could engage in activities that require the physical manipulation of objects. In the following, we present several scenarios of a cobot enhanced smart kitchen.

2.1. AI-Cooking Support

In the most basic setting, a kitchen cobot supports the user while cooking, either helping to achieve the task faster or taking over parts of the cooking completely (cf. Sugiura et al. [8]).
Here, we envision that the cobot can take on simple and disliked tasks, cutting onions or stirring in a pot every other minute. This will support people with a busy work schedule to offload time-consuming tasks. Thus, simple cooking support will promote healthy, home-cooked food over dining out and ordering food.

2.2. Live Remote Assistance

Similar to existing AR applications, which allow in-field operators to receive expert advice [12], we envision that users can take cooking classes supervised remotely by chefs or nutrition experts who can intervene or demonstrate practices. With this scenario, we follow the teaching-by-demonstration approach (cf. Funk et al. [13]), which could improve learning compared to seeing a video and motivate users actually to perform actions instead of just watching [14, 13]. The actions performed remotely by a chef or instructor are mapped to the local kitchen robot in real-time. In such a scenario, we envision that the remote person also has a cobot that records the chef’s actions, and the local robot performs them to demonstrate the actions to the user.

2.3. Interactive Remote Cooking

Using cameras that track user movements during cooking can recreate the exact movements by a kitchen cobot elsewhere. Not only the user’s movements are important, but also ingredients selection and quantity. However, the kitchen cobot can understand the recipe and re-create it elsewhere with additional sensors. This will enable long-distance cooperation, e.g., between two friends or a couple, allowing them to cook together despite the long distance.

2.4. Recipe Reenactment

We all know how hard it can be to cook traditional family recipes, such as a Thanksgiving or a casserole recipe; often, this takes years of practice, and thus, over time, traditions get lost. However, a cobots’ vision system can track the chefs’ movements and actions, allowing for recipes to be physically “recorded”, and thus, they can be reenacted at any time. This way, everyone can prepare a dish the exact same way it was prepared the day of recording. This opens a potential for different scenarios in which we want to prepare food exactly like grandma, a celebrity chef, a restaurant, or a friend or loved one. Finally, we can envision an authentic recipe platform to share and preserve dishes exactly how they were prepared and meant to be by their creators.

2.5. Cooking Instructor

Building on pre-recorded instructions, the level of automation can be varied. That is, in an early stage the robot does most of the work to show the “student” how it is done (cf. Nakauchi et al. [15]). Over time, each time the recipe is cooked, the robot leaves more parts to the user, until they have internalized the process.
2.6. Autonomous Cooking Chef

After collaborative and cooperative scenarios in the kitchen, the next step is to enable fully autonomous cooking using the cobot (e.g., baking robot [16]). In this case, instructions to the cobot chef are only made verbally. Here, we envision a waiter-style conversation to prepare a meal in the desired way.

3. Opportunities and Challenges

While robotic arms are a relatively new addition to households, we have presented a set of scenarios with a lot of opportunities for society. However, we argue that for them to become reality, a range of challenges have to be addressed in the future. For users to acquire and accept cooperative robots in their household, not only the cost has to decrease further, but predictability and safety have to be ensured [17, 18].

Safety is of the essence in a cobot-equipped kitchen, as kitchen work includes potentially dangerous procedures. Especially, hot food, boiling water, and sharp objects have to be handled with care. For the robot to cut or slice ingredients, procurements have to be made to get the user out of harm’s way. The simple solution would be to have a designated “cutting area” where the robot can take ingredients to chop that the user cannot access; however, this is contradicting the cooperative nature of cobots. Thus, we argue that we need better forms of communication with humans to convey the notion of safety and algorithmic safety built into the cobot.

As future systems need to provide safety, they need to recognize people and objects in the environment, the changing environment (e.g., open doors, moved chairs), and the status of food (cf. Salekin et al. [19], Ciocca et al. [20]). For recording user movements, a number of computer vision based pose detection libraries already exist (cf. Cao et al. [21]), in addition, these can be re-trained and adapt to a specific user. In most kitchens, many ingredients and tools have more or less designated places. These can be learned by the robot control software, but it will never be the exact same place and often things will be out of place. We envision a hybrid approach, where the user can point the cobot coarsely in the right direction on an “unlocateable” object using mid-air pointing (cf. Schweigert et al. [22], Mayer et al. [23]), so that the cobot can apply an automated object detection and gripping procedure to acquire the object.

To make sure hot food or kitchenware cannot be dropped, the robot has to be equipped with adequate grippers. For instance, eggs have to be treated differently than a cutting board. While specialized grippers and solutions to automatically attach them to a robot already exist, we argue that a cheaper more feasible solution would be separate adapters that can be attached to standard kitchenware and expose a counterpart that can be tightly gripped by a multi-use end effector.

The look and feel, aka the behavior, of a robot is still a heavily discussed topic. Today, most systems are designed to accomplish a task; however, are missing the human-centered approach. Here, we see a number of areas that need to be addressed. While a number of cobots are designed with a humanoid robot character, most are technological driven (cf. R2-D2 vs. C-3PO). Another aspect is to operate within the human interpersonal distances [24] which also can be an starting point for interaction patters (cf. Toure et al. [25]). In summary, these characteristics can be described as anthropomorphism, which will have an influence on the
human-robot interaction and collaboration (cf. Paetzel-Prüsmann et al. [26]). Thus, we argue that these challenges need to be addressed to allow automation of domestic cobots ease people’s lives but also improve their connectedness, engagement and general well-being.

On the one hand, cobots as cooking appliances can support people with needs providing users with the ability to perform tasks that they cannot be done alone (cf. Ma et al. [27]). On the other hand, smart kitchens have accessibility issues [28]. Thus, while cobots can help, they can also be inaccessible. We argue that in the future, it will be essential to provide a multi-modal interaction concept to unlock the full potential of cobot cooking appliances.

4. Summary

Already today, we see a transformation for robots from merely taking over dangerous or repetitive tasks from humans to cooperating with them and enabling new forms of human-robot but also human-human collaboration. In this work, we outline the vision of cooperative robots as cooking appliances. First, we highlight the great opportunities by describing six scenarios in which a cobot can support the user in various ways, such as promoting a healthy diet. Then, we discuss the challenges they lay ahead to let these scenarios become a reality.

While we argue that the presented challenges will take an interdisciplinary effort to overcome, in the next step, we aim to build a testing environment to investigate the interaction in a smart kitchen with cobots. When the human-robot interaction is designed and carried out efficiently, we believe the automation of domestic cobots will ease people’s lives and improve their connectedness, engagement, and general well-being.
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